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There are a number of distinct predictions for the
asymptotic behavior of heat transport Nu as the
Rayleigh number Ra → ∞ in thermal turbulence
described by the fundamental model of Rayleigh-
Be´nard convection [1]. One is Nu = O(Ra1/3)
[2–5] and another is the so-called ‘ultimate’ scaling
Nu = O(Ra1/2) [6] possibly modified by logarith-
mic corrections ranging from Ra1/2/(logRa)3/2 [7]
to Ra1/2/(logRa)3 [8].
He et al. [9] reported measurements (Appendix I)
of Nu for Ra ∈ [3×1012, 1015] citing them as evidence
of transition to the ‘ultimate’ state as characterized
by the pre-asymptotic multi-parameter fit in [10]. In
this comment, without questioning the veracity of the
measurements (they have been questioned [11]) we
show that the data do not support the claim.
Figure 1 shows the data with a linear least-squares
fit of logNu to logRa yieldingNu = 0.0502×Ra0.336.
This agrees remarkably with—indeed extends—the
Nu = 0.0508×Ra1/3 fit to experimental data, within
about ±5%, in the overlapping Rayliegh number
range Ra ∈ [2× 1011, 5× 1013] [12].
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FIG. 1. Nu vs. Ra data from [9] and the power law fit
Nu = 0.0502×Ra0.336. Inset: ∆ ≡ Nudata/Nufit − 1.
He et al.’s data, however, suggests more structure
than pure power law scaling. The inset of Figure 1
shows the ±2.9% (2σ) deviations from the pure power
law fit with a systematic trend that calls for fitting
to functional forms capable of capturing the data’s
convexity. Data and theories without pure scaling
can be compared by examining local slopes d logNud logRa .
If data are sufficiently dense then finite difference ap-
proximations may be extracted [13] but the data at
hand are not so local slopes can at best be estimated
from derivatives of statistically equivalent fits.
For quadratic, cubic, quartic and quintic polyno-
mial least-squares fits of logNu to logRa, residual
deviations are, respectively, 1.19%, 1.09%, 1.08% and
1.07% (2σ) variations with no systematic trends; see
Appendix I. Thus each is an equally valid quantita-
tive description of the data, and Figure 2 shows local
slopes computed from these equivalent fits.
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FIG. 2. Solid lines: local slopes from 1st (black), 2nd
(blue), 3rd (red), 4th (green) and 5th (light blue) order
polynomial fits of logNu to logRa. Dashed line: theoreti-
cal pre-asymptotic fit from [10]. Dotted line: d logNu
d logRa
= 1
3
.
He et al. [9] drew a line with d logNud logRa = 0.38 at
the high end of their data citing correspondence with
a theoretical value from [10] at Ra = 1014, but
0.333 < d logNud logRa < 0.336 for all of the equivalent
fits at Ra = 1014. They also reported a transi-
tion to Re ∼ Ra1/2 Reynolds number scaling (nec-
essary but not sufficient for Nu ∼ Ra1/2 scaling) for
Ra > 5 × 1014. The scaling fit to those data, how-
ever, is Nu = 0.0261 × Ra0.356 while local slopes of
equivalent fits barely reach 3/8 = 0.375 (a bound
on heat transport dominated by a single horizontal
length scale [14]) at Ra = 1015. But the theoretical
slope from [10] is well above 0.39 there. Thus the
claim by He et al. [9] that their experiment reached
the ‘ultimate’ regime is not justified by their data.
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2I. APPENDIX
Appendix: Absence of Evidence for Transition to the ‘Ultimate’ State of 
Turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard Convection –  
 
 
Ra 
3.3431211e+12 
5.0823399e+12 
6.2000422e+12 
1.0336857e+13 
1.4533974e+13 
1.5059156e+13 
1.6398329e+13 
2.1023898e+13 
2.5106978e+13 
3.2649356e+13 
4.0113338e+13 
6.0981825e+13 
6.5935021e+13 
9.1399857e+13 
1.1390065e+14 
1.6243836e+14 
1.7071487e+14 
1.9536783e+14 
2.0532214e+14 
2.2839390e+14 
2.6323851e+14 
3.0339917e+14 
3.3510419e+14 
3.8898069e+14 
3.2804249e+14 
3.9454318e+14 
4.2658961e+14 
4.2057531e+14 
5.0225582e+14 
4.7116794e+14 
5.0943815e+14 
5.9555641e+14 
5.8715995e+14 
6.9130727e+14 
7.7446729e+14 
7.6571979e+14 
8.1972665e+14 
9.1833474e+14 
9.3677250e+14 
8.6027074e+14 
9.7476585e+14 
9.4478724e+14 
8.3381341e+14 
Nu 
8.4533001e+02 
9.6401799e+02 
1.0271281e+03 
1.2038842e+03 
1.3398662e+03 
1.3755077e+03 
1.4009532e+03 
1.5023877e+03 
1.6210694e+03 
1.7493303e+03 
1.8845654e+03 
2.1520418e+03 
2.1864586e+03 
2.4557000e+03 
2.6497234e+03 
3.0095006e+03 
3.0364382e+03 
3.1680031e+03 
3.2334660e+03 
3.3482037e+03 
3.5481550e+03 
3.6728187e+03 
3.7884985e+03 
3.9870674e+03 
3.8200554e+03 
4.0608624e+03 
4.1636951e+03 
4.1745669e+03 
4.4305413e+03 
4.3582583e+03 
4.4742292e+03 
4.7139771e+03 
4.7123382e+03 
4.9788328e+03 
5.1568388e+03 
5.1681142e+03 
5.2752540e+03 
5.4614884e+03 
5.5310026e+03 
5.3992328e+03 
5.6256381e+03 
5.5813544e+03 
5.3778403e+03 
 
Table S.1.  Nu-Ra data from X. He, D. Funfschilling, H. Nobach, E. Bodenschatz and G. Ahlers, Physical 
Review Letters 108, 024502 (2012), kindly provided by E. Bodenschatz. 
FIG. 3. Nu vs. Ra data from e et al. [9] kindly provided
by E. Bodenschatz.
 
FIG. 4. Nusselt vs. Rayleigh data on compensated log-
linear plot and least squares polynomial fits of logNu
to logRa: black line: linear; blue curve: quadratic, red:
cubic, green: quartic, magenta: quintic.
 
FIG. 5. Residuals (∆ ≡ Nudata/Nufit − 1) of the linear
fit of logNu to logRa: 2σ = 2.9%.)
 
FIG. 6. Residuals to polynomial fits of logNu to logRa
(∆ ≡ Nudata/Nufit − 1): (a) quadratic 2σ = 1.19%, (b)
cubic 2σ = 1.09%, (c) quartic 2σ = 1.08%, (d) quintic
2σ = 1.07%.
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FIG. 7. Local slopes (exponents) from data and theories:
Horizontal dashed lines indicate pure scaling exponents;
Purple and black dashed curves: asymptotic ultimate
theories logarithmic corrections; dashed red curve: local
slope of multiparameter pre-asymptotic fit [10]. Black
horizontal line: 0.336 exponent of power law fit to data;
solid blue curve: local slope of quadratic equivalent fit to
data; solid red curve: local slope of cubic equivalent fit to
data; solid green curve: local slope of quartic equivalent
fit; solid magenta curve: local slope of quintic fit.
 
FIG. 8. Nusselt vs. Rayleigh data and some asymptotic
theories. Top solid line: Malkus theory [3], uniform in Pr,
with a priori prefactor computed by Spiegel [4]. Bottom
dashed line: Kraichnan theory [7] with a priori prefactor
for Pr = 0.7. Red large dots: Data [15] with 0.67 ≤
Pr ≤ 1.8; magenta small dots: data [12] with 0.67 ≤
Pr ≤ 2.4 fit Nu = .0508×Ra1/3 within ±5%; blue large
dots: data [9] with 0.79 ≤ Pr ≤ 0.86 and power law fit
Nu = .0502×Ra0.336 within ±3% variation.
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